Committee/Subcommittee hearing bill: Judiciary Committee
Representative Stark offered the following:

Amendment (with title amendment)
Between lines 59 and 60, insert:

Section 1. Subsection (17) of section 559.920, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as subsection (18) and republished, subsection (16) is amended, and a new subsection (17) is added to that section to read:

559.920 Unlawful acts and practices.—It shall be a violation of this act for any motor vehicle repair shop or employee thereof to:

(16) Rebuild or restore a rebuilt vehicle without the knowledge of the owner in such a manner that it does not conform to the original vehicle manufacturer's established repair
procedures or specifications and allowable tolerances for the particular model and year; or

(17) Offer to a customer a rebate, gift, gift card, cash, coupon, or any other thing of value in exchange for making an insurance claim for motor vehicle glass replacement or repair, including an offer made through a nonemployee who is compensated for the solicitation of insurance claims; or

(18) Perform any other act that is a violation of this part or that constitutes fraud or misrepresentation.

-----------------------------------------------------

TITLE AMENDMENT

Between lines 2 and 3, insert:

amending s. 559.920, F.S.; prohibiting motor vehicle repair shops or their employees from offering anything of value to a customer in exchange for making an insurance claim for motor vehicle glass replacement or repair, including offers made through certain persons;